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When Ken Sommer says he has nothing to hide, he 
means it. He takes such pride in the homes he builds, he invites potential 
new customers to knock on any of his previous clients’ doors and ask 
about their experiences. They always get a positive response.

Sommer, the owner of Shirecrest Homes, builds custom, unique homes 
in Southern Ontario. Every one is different, but many of them do share one 
thing in common – they’re on the same street. In addition to having built his 
own home, Sommer also built many of his neighbours’ homes. 

“It’s nice to be close to work and keep an eye on things,” laughs 
Sommer, who has built 18 homes in his small neighbourhood. “Our clients 
are all unique and they love attention. Every house we’ve done is different.” 

Sommer founded Shirecrest in 2004, but building has always been in 
his blood. He previously owned a framing company and his father has 
worked in the same industry for over 50 years. Sommer is the youngest 
of five children and says all of his siblings have been involved in the home 
building business in some way, at some point.

We visited three homes in the Shirecrest Homes portfolio. Each one 
was unique and demonstrated Sommer’s amazing ability to adapt to 
different tastes and build anything his clients can dream up.

First was Sommer’s own home, which he built for his family of four – himself, 
his wife Shauna and their kids, seven-year-old Kate and five-year-old Tim.

Their home is spacious, functional and designed for comfortable living. 
Their main-floor living room features a beautiful stone fireplace, which 
is built with the same stone Sommer used on the outside of his home – a 
custom he has for all his projects to keep the interior and exterior cohesive.

There are two staircases that lead upstairs, one near the kitchen and 
one by the front entryway, where wrought iron and American Walnut 
railings are the perfect accent to the open staircase, which lets light from 
a tall window into the home.

The master suite is on the main floor. Upstairs, Sommer built two kids’ 
rooms and one guest room with en suite plus a cosy living room where the 
family likes to watch TV together.
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ABOVE: Ken and Shauna Sommer. 
RIGHT: Shauna chose the cabinets, 
colours and finishes for this 
functional kitchen, which looks out 
onto the backyard.

FAR LEFT: Ken 
Sommer built an 
open staircase to let 
light into the foyer. 
TOP LEFT: Shauna’s 
mother, a decorator, 
pulled the guest room 
together with hues of 
chocolate and purple. 
LEFT: Kate’s pretty 
pink bedroom is a little 
girl’s dream. BELOW 
LEFT: Rustic accents 
add charm to the 
Sommers’ living space. 
BELOW: The waffle 
ceiling in the living 
room complements 
Ken’s stone fireplace, 
which uses the same 
stone as the  
home’s exterior.
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“Everybody can see trim, but it’s behind the drywall that you can’t 
check,” says Sommer. Fliet Electric Ltd. carefully wires all of Shirecrest’s 
homes for each individual family’s needs and Sommer pays equal attention 
to everything else we can’t see. He’s particularly passionate about what 
he calls “responsible building” as it relates to the environment and  
energy efficiency.

“There are things you can do to be green that will pay you back,” he says, 
financially, but also in relation to our health and the long-term health of 
the environment. Sommer has a third-party company come in to evaluate 
every home he builds to test for air tightness and ensure his work meets 
EnerGuide speculations. He’s proud to provide homeowners with the final 
report so they can see how efficient their homes truly are.

Shauna’s mother, Vera Dougley, owns Dougley Decorating Solutions 
and decorated the Sommers’ home. Many of their neighbours have also 
enlisted her help to pull together and finish off the spaces Sommer has 
built for them. 

Sommer also built his next door neighbour’s home. It’s about 4,800 sq. ft., 
which is plenty of space for a family of four plus two dogs.

“We spend a lot of time getting to know our clients,” says Sommer, “so 
by the time we’re done, we know a lot about their lifestyles.” Not only that, 
but they start to build friendships, too. “This enables us to more accurately 
deliver a product that suits their needs.”

The neighbour’s home has a beautiful dining room, an open kitchen 
with a large island and two living spaces on the main floor, one of which 
is used as a home office.

It also has a finished basement space with a built-in bar, open area 
for a pool table, a beautiful conversation area with a fireplace and a  
home theatre. 

The homeowners sourced many of their favourite furniture pieces from 
Cornerstone Home Interiors, including the lower-level bathroom vanity.

As with all the homes Shirecrest builds, the whole building is also 
eco-friendly.
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ABOVE: Just inside the foyer of 
his neighbour’s home, Sommer 
built this large dining space, but 
there’s plenty of room in the 
kitchen (ABOVE RIGHT) for the 
whole family to gather for more 
casual meals. RIGHT: Adjacent 
to the kitchen is a main-floor 
living area with plenty of 
seating, a fireplace and a large 
entertainment unit on one wall.

BELOW LEFT: Built-in cabinets and desk space 
make the most of an office area on the main 
floor, just off the kitchen. BELOW RIGHT: This 
basement is made for entertaining. A pool table 
and bar make up one side of the basement 
while a cosy conversation area (BOTTOM 
LEFT) and a home theatre balance out the 
other side. BOTTOM RIGHT: This bathroom 
vanity from Cornerstone Home Interiors is one 
of the homeowner’s favourite pieces.
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Finally, we visited a home just down the street that Sommer built for 
a very particular collector with a variety of interests. 

Sommer was able to accommodate all of his wishes and build the 
home of his dreams. Whether it’s the large wood-burning fireplace, the 
basement cellar or the small niches for his art, artifacts and historical 
pieces, every detail was tailored to this particular client – and it works.

The utmost attention to detail went into the homeowner’s basement 
wine cellar. For the ceiling, Sommer purchased reclaimed wood from a 
winery at The Timeless Material Co. He complemented that with cork 
flooring, used brick for the walls and, finally, installed a chiller for precise 
temperature and humidity control. Visitors can peek inside through a 
glass door without ever entering the room.

“Clients come to us because we pay attention to the details,” says 
Sommer. And they keep coming back, too. This summer, he’ll be adding 
an in-law suite to a home he completed six years ago. Sommer says he’s 
constantly returning to the homes he builds to add and finish spaces 
as homeowners decide what they want and are ready for renovations. 
Shirecrest homes are constantly evolving.  OH

SOURCE GUIDE

A&R Heating and Cooling, Bell City Carpet One Floor 

& Home, Dan Turner Painting & Decorating, Dashwood 

Industries Ltd., Owl-Tech Security Systems Services, 

Valleywood Landscaping Inc., Vlietstra Roofing Ltd.

RIGHT: Down the street from Sommer’s own home, this house has special 
lighting and alcoves for treasures, as well as a wood-burning fireplace. BELOW: 
Layers of clay tubing stack perfectly for wine storage in this connoisseur’s cellar. 
BELOW RIGHT: Glass panels and stainless steel railings are almost museum-like, 
ensuring the art and artifacts in this home remain the focus.

• High Quality Craftsmanship 

• Our designers will help you
   customize your door.

• Widest Variety of Designs to suit the 
    Style and Colour of your Home in
    Metal, Wood or Fiberglass.

• Our doors aren’t just made in 
   Canada, they’re made in ONTARIO

Choosing the Perfect 
Garage Door Has 
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*Now Providing Sales and Service to Collingwood Area

519.658.5167
Guelph: (519) 766-4130 • Brantford: (519) 751-0015

info@winserdoors.com • www.winserdoors.com
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